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Graphene edges are of partiular interest, sine their hirality determines the eletroni properties.

Here we present a detailed Raman investigation of graphene �akes with well de�ned edges oriented

at di�erent rystallographi diretions. The position, width and intensity of G and D peaks at the

edges are studied as a funtion of the inident light polarization. The D-band is strongest for light

polarized parallel to the edge and minimum for perpendiular orientation. Raman mapping shows

that the D peak is loalized in proximity of the edge. The D to G ratio does not always show a

signi�ant dependene on edge orientation. Thus, even though edges an appear marosopially

smooth and oriented at well de�ned angles, they are not neessarily mirosopially ordered.

Graphene is the latest arbon allotrope to be disov-

ered, and it is now at the enter of a signi�ant experi-

mental and theoretial researh e�ort[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄. In

partiular, near-ballisti transport at room temperature

and high arrier mobilities (between 3000 and 200000

m

2
/Vs)[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10℄make it a potential material

for nanoeletronis[11, 12, 13, 14℄, espeially for high fre-

queny appliations.

Graphene layers an be readily identi�ed in terms of

number and orientation by elasti and inelasti light sat-

tering, suh as Raman[15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20℄ and Rayleigh

spetrosopies[21, 22℄. Raman spetrosopy also allows

monitoring of doping and defets[15, 18, 23, 24℄. One

identi�ed, graphene layers an be proessed into nanorib-

bons by lithography[1, 11, 14, 25, 26℄.

Similar to the ase of nanotubes, on�nement modi-

�es the eletroni struture of graphene, when ut into

nanoribbons[27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄. The edges of

graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) ould in general be a om-

bination of armhair or zigzag regions[34, 35, 36, 37℄.

If a GNR is uniquely limited by one type of edge, it is

de�ned either as armhair or zigzag[27, 28, 37℄. Edges

are also preferred sites for funtionalisation with di�er-

ent groups[38℄.

Here we show that Raman spetrosopy is a sensitive

tool to probe graphene edges. Our results hallenge the

suggestion that perfetly armhair or zigzag edges an be

easily obtained when exfoliating graphene, even though

they appear to follow de�ned diretions on a large sale.

Single layers are produed by miro-leavage of

graphite. These have areas up to 100µm2
and show

sharp edges with di�erent orientations. Raman spetra

are measured with a 100X objetive at 514, 633 and 488

nm with a Renishaw miro-Raman spetrometer, hav-

ing a 1800 grooves/mm grating and spetral resolution

of ∼3m−1
. The polarization of the inident light an

be ontrolled by a Fresnel rhomb. Raman mapping is

performed in an inverted onfoal mirosope at 633nm.

The beam is re�eted by a splitter and foused by an ob-

jetive with high numerial aperture. The Raman peaks

variation aross the edge is reorded by raster-sanning

the sample with a piezo-stage. The aquisition time per

pixel is of the order of few minutes. Gratings of 150

and 600 grooves/mm are used. The spatial resolution is

∼800nm. The power on the samples is well below 2mW,

so that no shift, nor hange in width of the Raman peaks

is observed, thus ensuring no damage, nor heating.

All arbons show ommon features in their Raman

spetra in the 800-2000 m

−1
region, the so-alled G

and D peaks, whih lie at around 1580 and 1350 m

−1

respetively[39℄. The G peak orresponds to the E2g

phonon at the Brillouin zone enter. The D peak is due

to the breathing modes of sp

2
rings and requires a de-

fet for its ativation[40, 41℄. It omes from TO phonons

around theK point of the Brillouin zone[40, 41℄, is ative

by double resonane (DR)[42, 43℄ and is strongly disper-

sive with exitation energy due to a Kohn Anomaly at

K[19℄. The ativation proess for the D peak is an inter-

valley proess as follows: i) a laser indued exitation of

an eletron/hole pair; ii) eletron-phonon sattering with

an exhanged momentum q ∼ K; iii) defet sattering;

iv) eletron/hole reombination. The D peak intensity is

not related to the number of graphene layers, but only

to the amount of disorder[40, 41℄. Indeed, when moving

from graphite to nanorystalline graphite, the ratio be-

tween the intensity of D and G peak, I(D)/I(G), varies

inversely with the size of the rystalline grain or inter-

defet distane[40, 41℄. DR an also happen as intra-
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Figure 1: (olor online)(a) The wavevetor diretion of ele-

trons bak-sattered by a zigzag, or armhair edge (dz , da)

is perpendiular to the edge; (b) Possible angles formed be-

tween two edges of graphene as a funtion of hirality. Red

lines indiate armhair edges, while blue ones, the zigzag.

valley proess i.e. onneting two points belonging to

the same one around K (or K

′
). This gives rise to the

so-alled D'peak, whih an be seen around 1620 m

−1
in

defeted graphite [44℄. The 2D peak is the seond order of

the D peak. This is a single peak in monolayer graphene,

whereas it splits in four bands in bilayer graphene, re-

�eting the evolution of the band struture[16℄. The 2D'

peak is the seond order of the D' peak. Sine 2D and 2D'

peaks originate from a Raman sattering proess where

momentum onservation is obtained by the partiipation

of two phonons with opposite wavevetors (q and −q),
they do not require the presene of defets for their ati-

vation, and are thus always present.

It is ommon for as prepared graphene not to have

enough strutural defets for the D peak to be seen[16℄,

indiative of the high rystallinity of graphene obtained

by miro-mehanial leavage. In this ase, a D peak

is only present at the edges[16℄, sine they at as de-

fets, allowing elasti baksattering of eletrons even in

an otherwise defet-free sample. In their seminal work

on graphite edges, Cançado et al.[45, 46℄ showed that

the wavevetor diretion of the eletrons bak-sattered

by an edge depends on edge hirality, as illustrated in

Fig.1a. We now summarize and extend the results of

Ref.[45, 46℄, by analyzing step by step the sattering pro-

ess leading to the edge D-peak. This starts with the

absorption of a photon of energy ~ωL and the reation of

an eletron-hole pair (e − h). Assuming a perfet sym-
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Figure 2: (olor online) Real spae representation of the sat-

tering proess responsible for the D-peak at graphene edges.

The lightning represents the inoming photon whih gener-

ates the eletron-hole pair; the solid blak arrows, the quasi-

lassial trajetories of eletron and hole; The dashed ar-

row, the emitted phonon; the �ash, the radiative reombi-

nation of the eletron-hole pair produing the sattered pho-

ton. (a)Baksattering o� an ordered edge is possible only

at normal inidene (up to a quantum di�ration orretion

∼

p

~ωph/ǫ ≪ 1). (b)For oblique inidene on an ordered

edge the re�etion is speular, so the eletron and hole will

not be able to meet at the same point. ()For a disordered

edge, baksattering is possible even at oblique inidene.

metry between valene and ondution bands, we an set

the energies of the eletron and hole, measured from the

Dira point, to be ǫ ≈ ~ωL/2. As disussed in Ref.[47℄,

energy onservation annot be satis�ed exatly in all el-

ementary steps of the DR proess responsible for the D

peak, and the eletron and hole energies have an uner-

tainty of ∼ ~ωph, where ωph is the phonon frequeny.

Still, as ~ωph ≈ 0.17eV is muh smaller than the eletron

energy (ǫ ≈ 1.2 eV for 514 nm exitation), we will speak

about eletron and hole energies. Sine the photon mo-

mentum is negligible, the e and h wavevetors measured

from K have the modulus k′ = ǫ/(~vF ), where vF is the

Fermi veloity. Following the approah of Ref.[47℄, the

photoexited eletron and hole an be viewed as wave

pakets of size ∼ ~vF /ǫ, with real spae veloity given

by the slope of the reiproal spae band to whih they

belong. Therefore, assuming symmetri eletroni bands,

the photoexited eletron and hole move away with op-

posite veloities ±v from the point where they have been

reated. An eletron and hole traveling in opposite dire-

tions pose the problem of their radiative reombination,

whih is a key step of the total Raman sattering pro-

ess. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the e − h radiative

reombination an our only if the two partiles, after

undergoing a number of previous sattering events, �nd

themselves at the same time in the same region of spae

(an area of size ∼ ~vF /ǫ). In the ase of the D-peak, the

events that lead to the e − h reombination are the in-
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elasti sattering with a phonon and the elasti sattering

with a defet. The radiative e−h reombination requires

momentum onservation. Thus, the negligible photons

momentum imposes the reombining e, h to have exatly

opposite momentum. This, in turn, implies that in the

DR proess whih makes the D peak Raman ative, both

phonon and defet sattering have to be bak-sattering

events[47℄. Thus, the D peak ativation by DR strongly

depends on the nature of eah sattering event. The over-

all size of the region where the proess an take plae is

determined by the typial lifetime of the photoexited

eletron-hole pair. For the D peak this size was reently

measured by Cançado et al.[20℄.

We now analyze phonon and defet sattering. To a-

tivate the D-peak, phonon sattering has to satisfy two

onstraints: the �rst is that the phonon wavevetor, q,

must have one end on the Dira one around K and the

other on the one around K

′
. The seond is set by the

bak-sattering onstraint. This implies that, if k

′
and

q

′
are the eletron and phonon wave-vetors measured

from K, we need q

′ = −2k′
, as for Fig. 3. This lim-

its the subset of q satisfying the �rst ondition. The

defet sattering must also satisfy two onstraints: mo-

mentum onservation with the phonon sattering, and

bak-sattering. Momentum onservation implies that

the momentum exhanged by the defet elasti sattering

has to be d = −q. This implies that the bak-sattering

ondition d = K

′ + 2k′ is automatially satis�ed.

We now onsider the spei� ase of D peak ativation

by edge sattering. It is ruial to distinguish between

ordered (zigzag or amhair) and disordered edges. An

important harateristi of a disordered edge is the length

sale ξ at whih it is disordered. The typial value of the

momentum along the average edge diretion, whih an

be transferred during a sattering event, is d‖ ∼ 1/ξ.
For a perfet edge, the translational invariane along the

edge imposes the momentum onservation along the edge,

so d‖ = 0, and the overall transferred momentum d is

neessarily perpendiular to the edge.

In Fig. 1, eletrons bak-sattered by ordered armhair

edges hange their momentum by da, while those by or-

dered zigzag edges, by dz. Fig. 1(a) shows that da is

direted along K−K′
(equivalent to K

′
), while dz along

K − K (here the equality is up to a reiproal lattie

vetor). Sine the D peak onset requires sattering be-

tween the two non-equivalent ones entered at K and

K

′
(inter-valley sattering), the D peak annot be pro-

dued by a perfet zigzag edge, while it should appear

near a perfet armhair edge. This does not apply to the

D' peak, where both da and dz are ompatible with the

required intravalley sattering, Fig. 4b.

As disussed above, within the quasi-lassial frame-

work, eletron and hole an be seen as wavepakets of

size ∼ ~vF /ǫ. When suh wavepaket reahes an edge,

it is sattered. The edge region involved in this satter-

ing has a linear extension ∼ ~vF /ǫ ∼ 5 − 6 Å (∼ 5 or 6
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Figure 3: (olor online) Reiproal spae sheme of the e− h
baksattering ondition. The irles represent isoenergy uts

on the Dira ones. A phonon q (solid red arrow) baksatters

an eletron from ki = K + k

′
to kf = K

′
− k

′
. Sine q =

K+ q

′
, bak-sattering happens only if q

′
= −2k

′
.
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Figure 4: (a) (Color online) Shemati of inter-valley proess:

only the exhanged momentum from armhair edges da an

onnet K and K

′
; b) Shemati of intra-valley proess: both

the exhanged momentum from armhair and zigzag edges

dz and da an onnet points belonging to the same region

around K (K

′
). The blue line shows the iso-energy on-

tour, taking into aount the trigonal warping,Ref.[48℄; ()

Shemati of polarized Raman: when the inoming light is

polarized ein the D intensity depends on θ, the angle between
the inident polarization and the armhair diretion (ea).

atoms). Thus, if ξ ≫ ~vF /ǫ, the total exhanged mo-

mentum d will be perpendiular to the loal edge dire-

tion, and the eletron (hole) sattering against the edge

resembles the elasti sattering of a ball against a wall,

the orretions due to quantum di�ration being small

(∼ ~ωph/ǫ or ∼ ~vF /ǫξ, whihever larger). In this ase,

the D peak is ativated by the loal armhair segments.

Suh edge may be alled mixed or quasi-ordered.

On the ontrary, if the edge is disordered on a shorter

length sale, ξ ∼ ~vF /ǫ, and both zigzag and armhair

segments are present (or the edge is so disordered that no

segments of any de�nite orientation an be identi�ed) the

total exhanged momentum d is randomly oriented. This

means that (i) an eletron (or hole) impinging perpendi-

ularly to a disordered edge an be re�eted in virtually

any diretion, and (ii) an eletron (or hole) moving at an

oblique angle still has a hane to be re�eted bak and

ontribute to the D peak, as illustrated in Fig. 2().

As we have seen, the D peak obtained from ordered

and disordered edges originates from di�erent diretions

of eletron and hole motion. For an ordered armhair or

mixed edge the eletron and hole move perpendiularly

to the edge (up to quantum di�ration orretions, allow-
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ing deviations by an angle ∼
√

~ωph/ǫ). For a disordered
edge the diretion an be oblique (still, not ompletely ar-

bitrary: if the momentum is direted along the edge, the

eletron/hole will never reah it). The diretions are or-

related with the polarization of the inident and sattered

photons. Indeed, the probability of absorbing (emitting)

a photon of polarization ein(eout) by reating (reom-

bining) an eletron-hole pair with veloities v,−v is pro-

portional to |e × v|2. As a onsequene, the maximum

number of eletron-hole pairs with wavevetor parallel to

the da diretion will be reated when the inident ra-

diation is polarized along the diretion of an armhair

edge ea, and will derease as cos2 θ, where θ is the an-

gle formed by ea and ein, Fig.4. Thus, for ordered and

mixed edges, the total intensity of the D peak is expeted

to be proportional to cos4 θ or to sin2 θ cos2 θ (up to quan-
tum di�ration orretions) when the sattered photons

are olleted with a polarization parallel or orthogonal

to ein, respetively. For an unpolarized detetion the in-

tensity is given by their sum, cos2 θ. For an essentially

disordered edge the proess shown in Fig. 2() is possi-

ble, and thus the intensity is �nite even for light polarized

perpendiularly to the edge. However, to ompare this

residual intensity to the quantum di�ration orretion, a

quantitative theory of eletron sattering on a disordered

edge is neessary, but this is not available at present.

To summarize, we distinguish four ases. (i) If the edge

is perfetly zigzag, the D peak is absent. (ii) If the edge

is perfetly armhair, the D peak has the strongest pos-

sible intensity. The armhair edge an be thus seen as a

perfet defet. The exitation polarization dependene is

cos2 θ+O(~ωph/ǫ), the orretion being due to quantum

di�ration. (iii) If the edge is mixed, but still omposed

of loally perfet zigzag and armhair setions of typial

size ξ ≫ ~vF /ǫ, then only the armhair segments an

ontribute to DR. Thus, the D peak is expeted to be

smaller than that of a perfet armhair edge. Its po-

larization dependene is cos2 θ+O(~vF /ǫξ)+O(~ωph/ǫ)
with respet to the diretion of the armhair segments.

(iv) If the edge is essentially disordered (edges with di�er-

ent orientations, edges di�erent from zigzag or armhair,

pentagons, deformed rings and so on), then the intensity

of the D peak should be even smaller than in ase (iii).

The minimum intensity measured as a funtion of po-

larization will have ontributions due both to quantum

di�ration and di�use sattering at the edge.

We now onsider edge identi�ation from optial mi-

rographs. If we examine two edges in a graphene �ake,

and assume them to be ideal, their relative angle would

depend only on their hirality, as shown in Fig. 2(b),

where red lines identify armhair diretions, and blue,

zigzag diretions. For example, if two edges form an

angle of 120

◦
, both should have the same hirality. In

ontrast, an angle of 90

◦
or 150

◦
implies a hange of hi-

rality, Fig. 2(b). Note that,unless the orientation of the

graphene layer is known a priori, or one of the two edges

10 m 6 m

10 m 5 m

10 m10 m 6 m6 m

10 m10 m 5 m5 m

A) B)

C) D)

Figure 5: (a) (Color online) Optial mirograph of the �ake

used to study a single edge, indiated by the arrow; (b) �ake

ontaining two edges at an angle of 90

◦
; (,d) Optial and

AFM images of a �ake with two edges at an angle of 150

◦
.
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Figure 6: (a) (Color online) Raman spetra measured inside

the sample (blak) and at the edge (red) at 514 nm: a strong D

peak is visible at the edge. Note that the peak at∼1450m
−1

is the third order of the silion substrate[49, 50℄.

assigned independently, absolute hirality assignment is

not possible just based on their relative angle.

Fig.5(a,b,) plot the optial mirographs of the three

samples studied here. They are identi�ed as single layer

by Rayleigh[21℄ and Raman spetrosopy[16℄. We se-

let samples ontaining edges forming an angle of 90

◦

and 150

◦
, as observed by optial and Atomi Fore Mi-

rosopy (AFM), Fig.5(d). One an see that the edges

appear uniform on a miron length sale.

We �rst onsider the Raman spetra measured at

514nm for the edge indiated by the arrow in Fig. 5(a).

The edge Raman spetrum, shown in red in Fig. 6, has

a strong D peak (note the log sale of the y-axis used to

enhane the smaller peaks). The peak at ∼1450 m−1
in
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Figure 7: (Color online) (a) Raman spetra of one edge

measured for di�erent inident polarization at 633 nm. (b)

I(D)/I(G) as a funtion of angle between light and edge. Note

that I(D)/I(G) does not go to zero for perpendiular polar-

ization. This indiates that the edges is not perfet.

Fig. 6 is not due to graphene, sine it is visible on the

substrate as well, but it is the third order Raman peak of

the silion substrate[49, 50, 51℄. The D peak dispersion

at the edge is ∼50m−1
/eV, similar to the D peak inside

graphite[39, 52, 53, 54℄. That of the 2D and 2D' peaks

is∼95 and∼21m−1
/eV, respetively, as Refs.[17, 55℄.

Fig. 7(a) plots the Raman spetra for di�erent in-

ident polarization. The D intensity strongly depends

on the angle between inident polarization and edge:

it is maximum when the polarization is parallel to the

edge (θ = 0◦, 180◦) and minimum when perpendiular

(θ = 90◦, 270◦). This agrees with what previously ob-

served in polarized measurements at the edge of graphite

and graphite ribbons[45, 46℄. Fig. 7(b) shows the de-

pendene of I(D)/I(G) as a funtion of θ for the edge

in Fig5(a). The D intensity is onsistent with a cos2 θ
dependene[45, 46℄, Fig. 7(b). However, it does not

go to zero, as one would expet, for light polarized per-

pendiular to the edge, Fig. 7. The residual I(D)/I(G)

area ratio at the edge is ∼0.3, muh larger than in the

bulk, where I(D)/I(G) < 0.1. The ratio of the resid-

ual intensity I(D)min to the maximum intensity I(D)max,

I(D)min/I(D)max ∼ 0.1 − 0.2, is ompatible with the

di�ration orretion to the normal inidene ondition.

This would imply (iii), disussed above: mixed edge with

alternating zigzag and armhair segments. Sine the min-

imum is reahed when the polarization is perpendiular

to the average diretion of the edge, this average diretion

should orrespond to the armhair.

To understand how the intensity of the G, 2D and D

peaks sales when rossing an edge, Raman mapping is

performed with light polarized parallel to the edge dire-

tion. Figs. 8 show a map of I(G), I(D), I(2D), I(D)/I(G)

aross the edge. The D peak is loalized at the edge,
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Figure 8: (a) Raman map of I(G) in proximity of the graphene

edge, shown in red in Figure 1; (b) Raman map of I(G); ()

Raman map of I(2D); (d) Raman map of I(D)/I(G).

unlike the G peak, whih inreases, as expeted, when

moving from outside to inside the sample. Fig. 9 plots

the pro�le of I(G), I(2D), I(D) and I(D)/I(G) aross the

edge. When going from outside to inside the �ake, I(D)

inreases, reahes a maximum and then dereases. Fit-

ting this variation with a gaussian, we get a width of

∼700 nm, omparable with our spatial resolution. On the

other hand, I(G) dereases moving from inside to outside

the �ake. This is expeted sine the Raman intensity

of the allowed peak is proportional to the volume of the

sample. The same is observed for the 2D peak,Figs. 8,9.

The D peak behaves in a di�erent way ompared to

the G and 2D, beause its intensity is proportional to the

amount of defets, whih, negleting strutural disorder,

an be assumed to be proportional to the edge length

under the laser spot, as disussed above. Thus, the max-

imum I(D) should be measured when the diameter of the

laser beam rosses the edge (dotted vertial line in Fig.

9). Here, I(G) is roughly half of I(G) inside the �ake,

Fig. 9. We de�ne this position as the "edge". Thus,

when we refer to any Raman parameter as measured at

the edge, we mean measured at this position. This is
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Figure 9: Pro�le variation of the intensity of G, 2D, D, deriva-

tive of the G peak and I(D)/I(G), measured along the white

arrow in Figure 6.

needed to safely ompare values of I(D)/I(G) measured

on di�erent edges or di�erent points on the same edge.

Fig. 10(a) shows the Raman spetra obtained when

sanning aross the edge. We detet a small red shift of

the G peak when the laser spot is almost outside the �ake,

aompanied by a FWHM derease, Fig. 10(b). This is

not due to inreasing disorder, sine in this ase we would

expet FWHM(G) to inrease[15℄, but it ould be related

to a variation of doping[15, 18, 24℄, i.e. this edge shows

a slightly higher doping level ompared to the bulk. Fig.

10(b) also plots the position of the D peak. This derease

from 1348 to 1346 m

−1
when moving from inside to

the edge. This is very small, within the spetrometer

resolution, and in opposite diretion, ompared to the G

peak. Thus, stress is not the reason of this G peak trend.

Finally, we perform a Raman map on two edges form-

ing angles of 90

◦
and 150

◦
, Fig. 5(b,). This angle im-

plies that, if one edge is zigzag the other must be arm-

hair or vie-versa, but the two edges annot have the

same hirality, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Raman mapping

with irular polarization is used in order to avoid pref-

erential enhanement of I(D). Figure 11(a,b) show the

maps of I(D) and I(D)/I(G). No strong variation of I(D)

is deteted at the edges, Fig. 11(a); I(D)/I(G) is never

null, Fig. 11(b), in ontrast to what expeted for ideal

edges[45, 46℄. It is interesting to ompare our data with

those in Ref.[45℄ for two graphite edges with an angle of

150

◦
. Ref.[45℄ states that I(D) at the edge is never null

due to some disorder at the edges. However, it is laimed
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Figure 10: (a) Raman spetra obtained at 514 nm: the green
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Figure 11: (a) Raman map of (ID) in proximity of two edges

forming an angle of 150 degrees. I(D) does not show any

strong variation along the two edges. (b) Raman map of

(ID)/I(G) in proximity of two edges forming an angle of 90

degrees. I(D)/I(G) is never null or at least omparable with

what observed inside the �ake on any edge.

that a small I(D)/I(G) an be taken as a signature of

zigzag edges, while a large I(D)/I(G) indiates armhair

edges. Here we �nd that none of the samples we analyzed

have perfet edges on a mirosopi sale, even though

they look very smooth by optial mirosopy. In par-

tiular, we never observe perfet zigzag edges sine our

measured I(D) is never null.

In onlusion, Raman spetrosopy is an ideal tool to

probe graphene edges. The D to G peak ratio strongly de-

pends on polarization, relative position of the laser spot
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with respet to the edge, and amount of edge disorder.

In some samples, Raman mapping with irular polar-

ization shows no signi�ant dependene of the D peak

intensity on the marosopi edge orientation. This indi-

ates that edges an be mixed and disordered, at least on

the laser spot sale, even though they appear to follow

well de�ned rystallographi diretions at a larger sale.
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